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CHAPTER I 
IN'filODUC·TION 
·rhe world of books offers many excellent contemporar,y 
writers of the twentieth century. Some of the earlier authors, 
however, are often forgotten or regqrded as out-dated. Charles 
Dickens is one of the earlier novelists who seems to be 
sinking farther and farther into oblivion. Utilizing some 
of Dickens' novels, it is intended that this paper present 
evidence that Dickens' popularity exists strongly today and 
that he has an abundance of ideas to be digested in a 
constructive manner by current readers. This study of Dickens 
will not only include a discussion of his novels, but it will 
also present R review of current criticisms of these novels 
and of Dickens the author which will lead to an analysis and 
a conclusion exhibiting Dickens as an author worthy of the 
praise and attention given to him. Essentially, all criticism 
of Dickens asks in some form such questions as: what meaning 
do Dickens' novels have or out of what uniting of matter and 
manner does Dickens create literary meaning? Criticism asks, 
and tries to answer, these questions. 
,fuat actually do we apprehend from the novels of 
Dickens, and how do we respond to his artistry? Dickens' 
double appeal to a popular as well as a sophisticated audience 
endows the reader with an appreciation of his genius and 
enriches his novels with an extra artistic strength. He has 
been criticized for many t'aults--over-obvious irony, clumsy 
picturesque plots, oversimple morality and melodrama. 
Dickens undeniably has these faults, especially evident upon 
a first reading of Dickens, but they are faults of his 
creative ambition and imagination. They are faults of a 
novelist who never attempted to hide the harsh aspects of 
life and never was afraid to say exactly what he wished 
to say. 
Certain critics have set up a limited definition of the 
novel and by it have determined that Dickens was no novelist 
and therefore no artist. They have decided that the novel 
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is not romance but reality, not myth but history; that it is 
not symbolic but literal and not poetic but prosaic. Hence, 
they would have action always probable, behavior always 
explainable in everyday terms; they would have style decorous 
and restrained, speech the speech of average men and women, 
and characters moved only by the ordinary springs of human 
behavior, by the ordinary human desires for fame and fortune. 
To speak of Dickens' meaning apart from his method is 
theoretically an inadmissable critical act, but in practice 
it can be one of the most helpful. Moreover, although to 
consider Dickens' meaning before considering the artistic 
methods by which he created that meaning may seem to be 
proceeding backwards, we gain in two ways by so doing. we 
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take up first what has hitherto gotten more attention from 
criticism and what, for most readers, remains the more obvious 
kind of literary awareness; that is, an awareness of meaning. 
First, then, what meanings and what kinds of meanings can 
critics find in Dickens' work? 
More than most other English novelists Dickens does not 
so much present his meaning to us as demand that we experience 
it. He forces us not to think but, in the highest sense, 
to feel; severed from artistic expression and embodiment, 
his ideas become truisms. 
Thus, what Dickens• novels lack in intellectual clarity 
they more than make up for in emotional richness. But critics 
who seek the meaning of Dickens novels find in this emotional 
richness a complexity and ambiguity that, if they do not 
mislead the critic, at least challenge any too explicit 
generalization he may make. Although short segments of 
Dickens' art are morally decipherable, the total moral world 
is less clear. Often in the earlier novels, moral and 
literary emphasis contend for the reader's response. Even 
in the mature novels the reader feels not an explicit meaning 
or "message" but a pervasive moral atmosphere and weight, a 
moral pressure, not a moral. 
Of one level of meaning, of course, there is very little 
doubt. Most of Dickens~ novels begin with or contain an 
attack on a specific abuse. 
Dickens is a radical, even revolutionary, writer. 
Directly and symbolically he expresses a pressure for social 
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change and even upheaval, although at the same time fearing 
the unleashed violence they seem to carry With them. Most 
critics would accept this preliminary statement of meaning. 
But change how, and in what direction? Here, critics disagree. 
For Dickens arouses the revolutionary impulse but seems to 
most critics to do little to direct the revolutionary purpose 
toward a specific constructive program. But this, it might 
be answered, is the revolutionary role of literature, of 
imaginative art: to stir the sympathy and imaginative 
identification that vitalize conscious, reconstructive reform. 
To make us repelled by the circumlocution offtce, in short, 
not to show us how to reorganize tt. 
Yet, our sympathies are stirred to one purpose; Dickens 
does exert moral pressure in one direction. Both thq abuses 
he attacks ami trrn soctety he angrily cAlls to ou-r attention 
Rre organized, impersonal, institutionalized. They are 
SOCial forces by Which the weRk or vulnerable individUA.1 is 
cr11shed, in whi.ch h~ i R ental'l,._..led unto death. In 81lf".h vrorlil 8 
inr11.viil1Ji'IV:i. 11LovF> thy brother"--this is not such A, pl8t1.tucle 
as it sounds; practiceil rnther than preached it coulCl, 8"lVS 
Dickens, save the world.1 
People have very little time in this era of progres~ 
and speed to actually ponder the situation of the world as it 
_____ _,, ____________________________________ , __ _ 
lGeore;e H. Ford and Lauriat Lane, Jr., (eds.), 1'ht;__Di~~ 
C:r:..ltl<2..12. (New York_, 1961), P'P. 5-7. 
stands today; to stand aloof from society and examine it in 
an objective manner. Through the media of reading, however, 
individuals are able to educate themselves and discover 
just what phase of this puzzling system they fit into. 
Dickens writes not to romanticize and exhibit a world of 
sun and sweet peas, but rather to present a government and 
a people that are far from perfect and that are vitally in 
need of reform and support. His readers• eyes are opened 
to the shambles that God's masterpiece has fallen into. 
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This is not a pessimistic attitude; this is the actual world; 
this is life. And this type of situation exists now just 
as it did in Dickens• time. Through reading about Dickens• 
world, we can see ours in a clearer, brighter light. 
Dickens does, it is true, retain to the last a faith, 
perhaps a somewhat naive faith, in the essential goodness 
of human nature, a goodness which is revealed in those 
characters who are unspoilt by a longing for power, money, 
prestige, or by the effects of a mechanical social pressure. 
Such characters are children, one or two retired gentlemen 
of the old school, and many working-class families which are 
just above the starvation level. He makes it clear that, in 
his view, it is intolerable that the human spirit, essentially 
good, should be warped and tWisted by institutions that are 
heartless or passions which are inhuman. In this sense he is 
didactic and a preacher; but so are the majority of great 
writers. 
CHAPTER II 
THE CRIT~CS DISAGREE 
With an obvious agreement and disagreement by the Dickens' 
critics, we automatically have the creation of two opposing 
sides. Andr~ Maurois believes that the element of philosophy 
is absent from Dickens• works and that consequently he had 
no intellectual ideas. "He composed a history of England for 
children which sounds as if it had been written by one of 
them. 11 2 All the ills of the country, according to Dickens, 
were caused by the kings or by the church; in order to be 
happy, the people needed only to be left by themselves. 
He placed his confidence in the private beneficence of 
good Dickensian heroes. An old gentleman with rosey cheeks 
who would distribute good pieces and fill the houses of the 
poor With fine fruits and pretty toys--that was his idea 
of Utopia. 
Lack of Scientific Ideas 
Maurois feels that as to scientific ideas, as to the 
controversies which were starting at that time between science 
and religion, it would seem that none of these things ever 
2Andr~ Maurois, "Philosophy of Dickens," Forum, 81 (January, 
1929), pp. 54-56. 
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engaged his attention. When one considers that he lived during 
a political era in which men as remarkable as Peel, Disraeli, 
and Gladstone were expounding their doctrines of English 
rights, and when one realizes how "slight an impression these 
great battles of ideas left upon Dickens' mind" one is astounded 
that he could have lived through that great epoch and still 
have retained a spirit as naive and simple as that of a 
small child, who, "after listening to the disputes of learned 
men, returns immediately to his play and forgets all that he 
has just heara.. 11 3 
p;L~1__of PhilOS0£1:!l...!\bsent 
A tremendous optimism, both national and personal, is 
the main element in the message of Dickens. What part does 
evil play in so rosy a picture of life? This problem is 
,g;reatly simplified by the fact that the bad are always wholly 
bad. For Dickens, life was much more simple than for the 
ma.jority of novelists. On one side is ranged the sec-tion of 
mankind that is good, gentle, and tender, while on the other 
side are fearful brutes, with visac;es like those of the olrl-
time executioners, who always have a cane, a raised fist, or 
a knife in readiness. 
Dickens' world 1s g, battlefield on which the good 
perpetually repulse the bad. 'rl1.e triumph of' virtue is assured. 
Dickens believed in progress. He believed that by preaching 
goodness to men and abolishin~ misery, one would arrive at a 
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kind of eternal Christmas. 
One of the secrets of the optimism of Dickens is that he 
encountered evil, to be sure, but he diverted it successfully 
enough from the regions where it might do harm. Dickens 
portrayed evil in a fairyland atmosphere. / Andre Maurois 
states, 11He gave evil the semblance of a puppet and those 
big children, his readers, who did not wish to believe in 
the existence of evil, were enchanted. 114 
It is quite clear that Dickens would have to be some 
type of a supernatural genius to satisfy his critics. They 
condemn him for producing an unpleasant world of chaos, and 
they resort to facetiousness when he presents a pleasant 
world of contentment. 
How can the wrtter in the previous paragraphs possibly 
adhere to the idea that Dickens was asleep to the political 
events developing around him? His novel Hard Times is, 
in itself, a forceful indictment of existing social institutions. 
He also objected to and devoted most of his novel to the 
methods by which the laws of England were carried out; judges, 
juries, and officers of the law were included in his novels. 
The penal system of the times is criticized in Great EXJ;?ectations 
and again in Little Dorritt. 
CHAPTER III 
EVIDENCE OF DICKENS' OPTIMISM 
The critic Frank Taylor criticises Dickens for a 
foolish optimism and for characterizing life as an eternal 
gay Utopia. These attacks can readily be disputed when one 
reads A Tale of Two Cities. At this time in France, the 
clouds of the coming revolution continue to darken as the 
downtrodden peasants work and starve to fatten the coffers of 
the nobility. One nobleman, a Marquis, on his way home 
from a lavish ball, crushes a child beneath the wheels of 
his coach and is quite unconcerned about it, tossing a gold coin 
to the stricken father. Later in the evening, the Marquis 
is slain in his bed and the revolution becomes stronger as 
the war nears its peak. What better method than this can 
be utilized to show the hate, the inhuman unconcern of people 
for their fellow man, and the revenge that is born from greed 
and want of power and that is eventually buried by it. 
Today Dickens is warning the world of the same destruction not 
in France and England but in Viet Nam and China. 
Again in Great EXJ?ectations we find evidence contrary 
to the belief in Dickens' less complex attitude. What 
could be more dreary than the opening scene in the graveyard 
in the marshes with the accompaniment of a frightened orphaned 
boy. If Dickens made life a fairy tale, how do we compare 
his novels to Snow Whit~ or Goldllocks? On the contrary, 
Dickens does convey a deep meaning; a meaning that can be 
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used as a tool for learning and building a reality, an existance. 
Tracing the life of Pip, phase by phase, we are amazed at the 
changes that occur in the life of Pip (it could just as well 
by anyone's life, even our own); the processes that contrive in 
a maze-like form to produce the final individual; Pip's 
progress from innocence to experience, his attitude toward 
property and the gain of material wealth and his great 
expectations; Pip's desire for Estella's love, the growth 
of his self-deception and pride; suffering and the loss of 
Pip's expectations. These psychological awakenings into the 
mechanics of hum.an behavior cannot be so well understood 
nor so well portrayed by a man who views life simply and 
unintelligentally. 
CHAPTER IV 
STUDY OF A CHRISTMAS CAROL 
Class of People Who Read This Novel 
A Christmas Carol might be classified in the category 
of novels to be read by the common people rather than by the 
scholars. Still, perhaps Dickens is trying to enlighten all 
classes of readers. Perhaps he is telling his readers that 
there is a tendency for everyone to become scrooges, because 
it is much easier to become a detestable tyrant than to 
become a warm generous person. Dickens could be saying, 
11Stop, look at yourself. Do you live only for you or d.o you 
know that there are other people in the world; people who 
need your help and love. 11 It is not difficult to derive a 
deep meaning from all of Dickens• work from his greatest to 
his lesser works. And the main thing that his lesser works 
accomplish is to strengthen in them the fact that Dickens writes 
for all classes of people, and this is what a writer should 
do. What is the purpose of his writing if he only reaches half' 
of the world. Dickens reaches out and grasps the whole world: 
he shouts a message for everyone young or old; rich or poor. 
It is Christmas for all in Dickens' novels: everyone receives 
a present, no one is left out. 
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Analyzing Dickens' A Christmas Carol more thoroughly, 
·raylor finds more evidence to derive a meaning that is more 
serious and more applicable to life than the basic surface 
meaning that is attained from a casual reading. 
Lionel Barrymore's Theori 
An interview with Lionel Barrymore produces this th~ory: 
"Every year playing in A Ch_ill.!;E!filLS.~.+. becomes a greater 
source of gratification and pride to me. It gives me the 
feeling that each Christmas I have performed a slight service 
in remindine; people of their own selves. I believe that 
human beings are all inherently good, kindly, and generous, 
but that in the turmoil of modern times, they forget. ;rhere 
is a lesson for all of us in the movel, especially nowadays 
when so many folks seem to think happiness is a thing you can 
buy, instead of something you earn by creating it for others. 
Rivalries of politics, world turmoils, and economic troubles 
take on such an aspect of importance that we lose sight of 
the real things of life. Then a message like A Chri..§t~!?-9l!£.Q...l:. 
can come along and remind us of who we are and we take a good 
look at ourselves. It brings us happiness; it does not reform 
anyone. It takes a master like Dickens to get that kind of 
propaganda over and still keep a tight hold on entertainment, 
to bring to memory the good that has been in our hearts all 
the time. 11 5 
5Frank J. Taylor, "A Christmas Message From America's 
Scrooge," Better Homes and Garden, 19 (December, 1940), pp. 15-17. 
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Novel Is Not A Satire 
Down through the century critics of A Christmas Carol 
have fallen largely into two groups: those who have tossed the 
tale casually aside as a trivial contribution to literature 
and those who have placed it on a pedestal with great praise 
and appreciation. A Q..~ristmas Car...2.1, is not a social satire 
written with venom which inspired The Chimes and Hard Times. 
It is essentially a genial story. It is an argument against 
individual selfishness, not against a system which makes such 
selfishness possible; a plea for Christmas charity, not for 
a society in which such charity would be necessary. In the 
final reckoning the reader must not forget Dickens' own 
statement of his modest aim in the Christmas books: "My 
purpose was, in a whimsical kind of mask which the good-humor 
of the season ju8tlfied, to awaken some loving and forbearing 
thoughts, never out of season in a Christian land."6 
6William W. Watt, "A Dickens Centenary, 11 §aturdal Review, 
26 (December, 1943), 18-19. 
CHAPTER V 
AN UNFAVORABLE CRITICISM OF A TALE OF ·rwo CITIES 
Disre5ard for Rules of Literary Composition 
Although A Christmas Carol is generally favorably regarded, 
on the other hand, we arrive at a rather bleak view of another 
of Dickens' novels A Tale of Two Cities. This novel has been 
brutally criticized for its clumsy and disjointed framework. 
The loosely mapped path in which the story meanders along from 
1775 to 1792 and back again to 1760 is an excellent instance 
of the completre disregard of the rules of literary composition 
which have marked the whole of Dickens' career as an author. 
The higher pleasures which novels are capable of giving are 
those which are derived from the development of a skillfully 
constructed plot, or the careful and moderate delineation of 
character; neither of these are to be found in Dickens' 
works. One of the main sources of his popularity is his power 
of setting common occurrences in a grotesque and unexpected 
light. It would not, indeed, be a matter of much difficulty 
to frame from such a book as A Tale of Two Cities regular 
recipes for grotesque and pathetic writing. The production 
of pathos is the simpler operation of the two. With a little 
practice and a great determination, it would be as easy to 
stir peoples' feelings as to poke the fire. "The whole art 
is to take a melancholy subject and rub the readers' nose 
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1n 1t, and this does not require any particular amount of either 
skill or knowledge. 117 
Grotesque and Pathetic Writing 
•ro be grotesque is a rather more difficult trick than 
to be pathetic; but this critic feels that it is just as 
much a "trick," capable of being learned and performed almost 
mechanically. One principal element of grotesqueness is 
unexpected incongruity; and inasmuch as most things are 
different from most other things, there is in nature an 
abundance of this element of grotesqueness which: is quite 
inexhaustable. Whenever Dickens writes a novel, states the 
critic Sir James F. Stephen, he makes two or three comic 
characters just as he might cut the figure of a person out 
of a piece of paper. In the present story there are two 
comic characters, one of whom is amusing by reason of the fact 
that his name is Jerry Cruncher, that his hair sticks out 
like iron spikes, and that, having reproached his wife for 
"flopping down on her knees" to pray, he goes for seventeen 
years speaking of praying as "flopping." No popularity can 
disguise the fact that this type of characterization is the 
very lowest of low styles of art.8 
Humor Lacking 
Although humor is an obvious component of most of Dickens• 
7s1r James Fitzjames Stephen, "A Tale of Two Cities," 
The Dickens Critics, ed. George H. Ford and Lauriat Lane 
(New York, 1961J, pp. 42-43. 
8Ibid. 
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other novels and many of his sreAtest creations are comic 
characters, it does not necessarily follow, however, that 
therefore there should be some p;reat comic characters in 
A 'rale o(_Tw9_9_:tties. Strong humor would be out of place 
in this story. And, though Jerry Cruncher and Niss Prose 
do add a leavenin.<1.; of humor to the serious ton.e of the book, 
110 one c1Cm legitimately state that Dickens i.nte11/l P<l th~"11 to 
be funnier than they tiu:.ned out to h~ but f8.ilef! i '1 hi. '::I 
ConcerninfT Dickens' loosely conRtrncted f'tyle, Dickens 
is a story-teller, first And foremost. He is particul8.rly 
so in A ..1.~l_e of ·rwo C!.ti~:_. i::f ere the story is the thing, and 
his style is subordinated to it. He is often redundant. 
His mannerisms sometimes become erossly apparent--for example, 
instead of saying, ttH:e was christened Jerry, 11 he says, "On 
the youthful occasion of his renouncing by proxy the works 
of darkness he had receive<i the added appellation of Jerry." 
But his style has vigor, clearness, soundness of construction. 
Dickens was a master of t.he Ene;lish language; his prose is 
finished, well-chosen, and idiomatic.9 
Dickens' Point of View 
--
Thus the discussion of style brings us to another facet 
of Dickens story-telling ability--that of point of view. It 
has often been said that Dickens' point of viAW is that of the 
9Henry J. Hubert, A Tale of •rwo Ci ties (New York: Monarch 
Press Co., 1964), p. 89·;-·---
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undernourished child roving London streets at night. The point 
of view is hallucinated and often fearful, as the insecure and 
ill-fed child's might be. It is not childish. "The grotesque 
transpositions are a coherent imagination of a reality that 
has lost coherence, comic because they form a pattern inte-
grating the disintegrated and lying athwart the reality that 
has not got itself imagined. 1110 Everything has to be mentioned, 
for, assuming that there is coherence in a world visibly 
disintegrated into things, one way to find it is to mention 
everything. Hence Dickens utilizes his style of emphasis on 
detail. 
Characterization of Pip 
The guilt of child characters of Dickens is realized on 
several levels. For example in Great Expectations, Pip 
eXperiences the psychological form of guilt before he is capable 
of voluntary evil; he is treated by adults--Mrs Joe, Pumblechook, 
and Wopsle--as if he were a felon. This is the usual nightmare 
of the child in Dickens, a vision of imminent confinement. He 
is treated, that is, as if he were an automaton, manipulable 
by adults for the extraction of certain sensations; by making 
him feel guilty and diminshed, they are able to feel virtuous 
and superior. But the psychological form of guilt acquires 
spiritual content when he formulates the tainted wish {the Wish 
to be the most powerful adult) and begins to treat others 
as things.11 
10Dorothy Van Ghent, "The Dickens World, 11 The Dickens Critics, 
ed. George H. Ford and Lauriat Lane (New York, 1961), p. 222. 
llrbid., p. 230. 
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This desire of Pip's is the immature revenge wish that 
is present in the minds of most people, even adults, when 
they want to punish others for the way they themselves have 
been treated. It is with great skill that Dickens can discover 
in the actions of children the unconscious desire of all 
human beings to attain their means by often times utilizing 
the behavior that they should have long ago left behind with 
their childhood. There remains the part of the child in 
every adult. 
Robert Stange, a critic of Dickens, feels that the first 
scene of Great E!J2~E!J2!£.n~ with the boy in the graveyard is 
one of the best of the energetic beginnings found in almost 
all Dickens' mature novels. In less than a page is given a 
character, his background, and his setting; within a few 
paragraphs more we are immersed in a decisive action. 
The impression of the identity of things that Pip is 
supposed to have received is highly equivocal. The convict 
rises up like a ghost from among the graves, seizes the boy 
suddenly, threatens to kill him, holds him upside down through 
most of their conversation, and ends by forcing the boy to 
steal food for him. The children of Dickens' novels always 
receive rather strange impressions of things, but Pip's view 
is the oddest of all, and in some ways the most ingenious. 
While he is held by the convict, Pip sees his world upside 
down; in the course of Dickens' fable the reader is invited to 
try the same view. Dickens' satire asks us to try reversing 
the accepted senses of innocence and guilt, success and failure, 
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to think of the world's good as the world's evils. Magwitch 
did not have to learn to love Pip. He was naturally devoted 
to 11 the small bundle of shivers, 11 the outcast boy who brought 
him the stolen food. There is a natural bond, Dickens states, 
between the child and the criminal; they are alike in their 
helplessness; both are repressed and tortured by society, and 
both rebel against its authority.12 
One of the finest wor'ks on Dickens is Monroe Engle 1 s 
book, 'I'he lilaturi t.z... of _Dick™, in which he depicts Pip in a 
rather different light. It is in Pip and the changes in his 
mind and character that Engle finds the center of the novel. 
He sees Pip as a child in a state of original innocence in his 
life with Joe at the forge--comparable to the innocence of 
Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. He moves out of this 
innocence when he heRrs of his great expectations and Engle 
feels that the novel is the account of his journey back to 
the garden, of his finding himself through experiences in 
which he suffers and learns much. In the final scene with 
Estella, he has returned to the ruins of Satis House; the ruins 
of what he thought was the source of his Ed.en. He is now 
ready to walk out With her and start his life anew. In the 
body of the book, Pi-p's love for Estella and his desire to be 
a gentleman run parallel in the linked themes of love and 
property. Both are extremely selfish desires for which he 
is willing to sacrifice Joe, Biddy, and hi8 nature. Until 
he becomes wise through his trials, he does not wish to give 
to others, but only to receive; whether it is Estella or 
money that is being presented to him. Sadly, Pip is used by 
both property and love rather than making use of them. In 
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the end, however, Pip has learned to give as well as to work, 
like Joe, and love truly rather than just to desire. Engle's 
final judgment on Great Expectations emphasizes the social as 
well as the personal aspect of the novel. He states that the 
book "is subversive and the power ••• depends on a response 
to the rendering of loss, of the beauty of hazard, of the 
horror of social injustice, and of the preposterous comedy 
of hypocrisy and self-delusion. 1113 
13Leonard Jenkin, ~- ~~-9_ta:ti~ll!! (New York, 1964), 
p. 93. 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION OF DAVID COPPERFIELD 
Child Readers and Adult Readers 
As in the character of Pip with the tenderness of a 
child reaching out for love and security, so do we find 
similar traits in David Copperfield. The fondness that most 
children have for David Copperfield is readily understandable. 
George Orwell reports that when he first began reading it, 
at the age of nine, its mental atmosphere was "so immediately 
intelligible" that he thought it must have been written by a 
child. This is because Dickens contrives to place us so that 
we see through the boy's eyes. The fun to be enjoyed in 
David Copperfield could not be over-looked, yet a rereading 
of it after childhood has passed may make us aware that this 
is a sadder book than we had remembered it to be. Dickens 
himself recognized its predominant tone when in later years he 
was looking back over his own life from the lonely pinnacle 
of the successful man, and asked: "Why is it, that as with 
poor David, a sense comes always rushing on me now, when I 
fall into low spirits, as of one happiness that I have missed 
in life, and one friend and companion I have never made? To 
reread the novel may also make us more painfully aware of 
gaucheries we had forgotten: "the theatricality of some of the 
renunciation scenes, the circumlocutions in the representation 
of Martha, and the excessive coziness that dominates the 
style when the domestic affections are being celebrated. 1114 
Consistent PersRective 
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By representing the world as a place where normal family 
relationships are abnormal or non-existent, by giving us a 
sense that we are all, in effect, orphaned, Dickens achieves 
a consistent perspective from which to view the drives and 
desires of the child and the man. What does the orphaned person 
want? In a world where unpredictability seems to reign, he 
needs warm love and affection to compensate for the father 
he has lost. 
One effect of Viewing the world is apparent in the 
dialogue. There are times when Dickens' characters do not seem 
to be talking to each other but at each other, like people at 
parties where conversations are a form of non-interesting 
soliloquies, each speaker isolated and alone. This effect 
sometimes produces occasions when we sense the loneliness 
of mankind. 
It is in the scenes at Murdstone and Grinby•s warehouse 
that we encounter the most Vivid account of human isolation. 
"I know enough of the world now, to have almost lost the 
capacity of being surprised by anything," says David, as he 
begins this part of the story; yet he is still more than 
surprised as he llooks back upon his own ordeal, that "a child 
of excellent abilities. ~ •• soon hurt bodily or mentally" 
should have been thus abandoned, and "that nobody should have 
made any sign in my behalf. But none was made." 
14George H. Ford, "DaVid Copperfield" The Dickens Critics 
(New York, 1961), p. 357. 
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Dickens' View of Social Institutions of Victorian Period 
In America, where the school-of-hard-knocks is often 
made glamorous at the expense of the ordinary school, Dickens' 
intensity of feelings about his warehouse experience may seem 
strange. What the school-of-hard-knocks critic may overlook 
is that the boy saw no possible terminus to his span'. of employ-
ment. Temporarily "roughing it" in a factory to get a taste 
of working experience is a different matter altogether. At 
the most crucial stage of a child's life, the twelve-year-old 
Dickens believed that he had been Wilfully abandoned by his 
parents and sentenced to "remain in the house of rats for life." 
Instead of exposing the plight of the houseless class, 
Dickens concentrates upon the story of an individual's struggle 
to remedy his own houseless condition by his search for love, 
friendship, security, and wisdom. 
Most modern critics have substantiated the common reader's 
admiration for David Copperfield. &I.ward Wagenknecht states 
that the novel is "the mo-st beloved piece of fiction in the 
English language •••• fundamentally the book is God's truth."15 
Ernest Baker, in his Historz of the English Novel, devotes nine 
pages to David Copperfield. He, too, considers that "nowhere 
else ••• does Dickens appear so true a realist." He points out 
that although there are some "melodramatic excrescences on what 
may be regarded as the authentic story" it does read like the 
literal truth. The characters are as solid as the ground they 
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stand on." Baker asserts that people like Murdstone and Creakle 
are not caricatures, but men of flesh and blood, "only too 
faithfully reproduced. 1116 They are seen and described just as 
a small boy would. David's idolatry of Steerforth is also a 
boy's worship of one older and more sophisticated than himself. 
It takes him a long time to realize that his idol has feet of 
clay, but this realization comes With. maturity.17 
16Ibid. 
17Paul M. Ochojski, David Copperfield (New York, 1964), 
p. 74. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE PEB.MANENCE OF DICKENS' POPULARITY 
Dickens• Vivtd Im§tgination 
Thus, Dickens has proved his power by a popularity almost 
unexampled. Surely it is a task for criticism to exhibit the 
sources of that power. If everything that has ever been 
alleged against the works be admitted, there still remains an 
immense success to be accounted for. It was not by their 
defects that these works were carried over Europe and America. 
It was not their defects which made them the delight of the 
older generation, and the study of youngsters in the school-room. 
It is clear, therefore, that Dickens had powers which enabled. 
him to triumph in spite of the weaknesses which clogged them. 
'110 him also revived images have the vividness of sensations; 
to him also created images have the coercive force of realities, 
excluding all control, all contradiction. What seems pre-
posterous, impossible to us, seemed to him simple fact of 
observation. When he imagined a street, a house, a room, a 
figure, he saw it not in the vague way of ordinary imagination, 
but in the sharp definition of actual perception, all the 
salient details obtruding themselves on his attention. 11 He, 
seeing it thus vividly, makes us also see it; and believing in 
its reality, however fantastic, he communicated something of' 
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his belief to us." "He presented it in such relief that we 
ceased to think of it as a picture." "So definite and insistent 
was the image, that even while knowing it was false we could 
not help being affected, as it were, by his hallucination. 1118 
Dickens' Treatment of Characters 
Dickens' character types established themselves in the 
public mind like personal experiences. Unreal and impossible 
as these types were, speaking a language never heard in life, 
moving like pieces of simple mechanism always in one way, these 
unreal figures affected the uncritical reader with the force 
of reality; and they did so in virtue of their embodiment of 
some real characteristic vividly presented. The imagination 
of the author laid hold of some well-marked physical trait, 
some pecularity of aspect or manner which every one recognized 
at once; and the force with which this was presented made it 
occupy the mind to the exclusion of all critical doubts; only 
reflection could detect the incongruity. This implies a great 
deal. Imagine how little the mass of men are given to reflect 
on their impressions, and how their minds are for the most 
part occupied with sensations rather than ideas, and one can 
see why Dickens held on undisputed sway. Give a child a wooden 
horse, with hair for a mane and tail, and brown spots for coloring, 
he will never be disturbed by the fact that this horse does not 
move its legs, but runs on wheels--the general suggestion 
suffices for his belief; and this wooden horse, which he can 
handle and draw, is believed in more than a pictured horse by 
an artist. It may b_e said of Dickens' human figures that they 
18George Henry Lewis, "Dickens in Relation to Criticism," 
The Dickens Critics, ed. George H. Ford and Lauriat Lane (New 
York, 1961), p. 58. 
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too are wooden, and run on wheels; but these are details which 
scarcely disturb the belief of admirers. Just as the wooden 
horse is brought within the range of the child's emotions, and 
dramatizing tendencies so Dickens' figures are brought within 
the range of the reader's interests, and receive from'these 
interests a sudden illumination, when they are the puppets of 
a drama every incident of which appeals to the sympathies. 
He painted the life he knew, the life every one knew; for if 
the scenes and manners were unlike those we were familiar with, 
the feelings and motives, the joys and griefs, the mistakes and 
efforts of the actors were universal, and therefore universally 
intelligible;" so the even critical spectators who complained 
that those broadly painted pictures were artistic daubs, could 
not wholly resist their effective suggestiveness. 1119 
Dickens Wrote About Common Peo£le 
Dickens was a man who understood and wrote about the 
common people. It is uncertain whether it was Christian charity 
or naturalistic insight, or a mixture of both that attracted 
Dickens particularly to the deformed, the half-witted, the 
abandoned, or those impeded or misunderstood by virtue of some 
singular inner consecration. The visible moral of these things, 
when brutal prejudice does not blind us to it, comes very near 
to true philosophy; "one turn of the screw, one flash of 
reflection, and we have understood nature and human morality and 
the relation between them. 11 20 
19Ibid. 
2orbid., p. 59. 
2 0 <.) 
P..1ckens A wri te:r;. fo;t_All_ Clas~s, 
Hence in the final judgment of Dickens we find that he 
is not quite on the level with Sha.kespeare, but the comparison 
is not altogether inept. For Dickens is the first writer in 
Enr:;lana_ after Shakespeare (except Blake) who is centrally and 
continuously aware of the problem of dissociation. He begins 
in a pre-industrialist world, partly borrowed from childhood 
fantasy and partly borrowed from eighteenth-century novelists 
like Smollet. He moves step by step into the hell of the 
actual world, alwa,ys consolidating his position by the building-
up of signifi.cant symbols the.t group the basic plight of men. 
Dickens dJ3fines in his work all the pangs of national growth 
from the first stages of an emerging petty-bourgeois right 
up to the point of conflict be,yond which lies the full 
egalitarian harmony that transcends all existing relationships. 
~~hus, ht 8 work spans the whole process of nationhood, and 
defines the various conflicts and tensions of that process, 
the discovery of dissociation and the alienation of man from 
his fellows and his own essence, the stages of struggle 
against the dissociative forces, and the intiution of the 
resolving unity. He and Blake are still the prophets of our 
epoch. Dickens is the writer who gives full expression to the 
human forces caught up in the throes of national development, 
moving powerfully from follr-levels to the resolving and unifying 
levels of socialism, and, in between, defining all the complex 
conflicts of love and fear, dissassociation and. integration.18 
------- ------------·---... ,----·---
l':S Ibid., p. 57. 
With all the evidence presented, the favorable much out 
weighs the unfavorable. Dtck.ens is a writer with faults, to 
be true, but his sincerity, his realism, and his tenderness 
combine to shower the readers of every generation with rains 
of his love; love for mankind and for the world in general. 
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This expression is especially pleasant to ponder and read in 
the world today when greed and hate are so near to dominating 
us. Yes, we need Dickens today even more than the Victorians 
needed him in the nineteenth century. 
Robert Morse once said "It is harder to sum up Dickens in 
a phrase or two than almost any other writer except Shakespeare 
or Dante." "He is everything to everyone; he has something 
for everybody. Dickens looking down from the literary Valhalla 
doesn't care why people still read him, as long as they do 
read him. nl 9 
______________ ,______ ,, ., .... ---------------·---,----
19Leonard Jenkin, David CO£Eetf.J.~l~ (New York, 1964), 
p. 95. 
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